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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 

for the 

Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy 

FREE-SPINNING-TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF A 1/28-SCALE MODEL 

OF THE NORTH AMERICAN FJ-4 AIRPLANE 

WITH EXTERNAL FUEL TANKB* 

TED NO. NACA AD 3112 

By Frederick M. Healy 

SUMMARY 

A supplementary investigati.on to determine the effect of external 
fuel tanks on the spin and recovery characteristics of a 1/28-scale model 
of the North American FJ-4 airplane has been conducted in the Langley 
20-foot free-spinning tunnel. The model had been extensively tested 
previously (NACA Research Memorandum SL58A.29) and therefore only brief 
tests were made to evaluate the effect of tank installation. . 

Erect spin tests of the model indicate that flat-type spins are 
more prevalent with 200-gallon external fuel tariks than with tanks not 
installed. The recovery technique determined for spins without tariks, 
rudder reversal to full against the spin accompanied by simultaneous 
movement of ailerons to full with the spin, is recommended for spins 
encountered with external tanks installed. If inverted spins are encoun
tered with external tariks installed, thetariks should be jettisoned and 
recovery attempted by rudder reversal to full against the spin with 

. ailerons maintained at neutral. 

INTRODUC'rION 

At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy, 
a supplementary investigation has been made of the spin and spin-recovery 

*Title, Unclassified. 
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characteristics of a 1/28-scale model of the North American FJ-4 airplane 
previously tested i~ the Langley 20-foot free-spinning tunnel and reported 
in reference 1. The North American FJ-4 is a jet-propelled, low swept
wing, single-seat fighter airplane. 

The effects of installing full 200-gallon external fuel tanks on the 
erect and inverted spin and recovery characteristics of the model were 
investigated. 

b 

c 

x/c 

z/c 

m, 

S 

IX - Iy 

'mb2 

Iy - IZ 

mb2 

p 

SYMBOLS 

wing span, ft 

mean aerodynamic chord, in. 

ratio of distance of center of gravity rearward of leading 
edge of mean aerodynamic chord ~o mean aerodynamic chord 

ratio of distance between center of gravity and fuselage 
reference line to mean aerodynamic chord (positive when 
center of gravity is below line) 

mass of airplane, slugs 

wing area, sq ft 

moments of inertia about X, Y, and Z body axes respectively, 

slug-ft2 

inertia yawing-moment parameter ' 

.inertia rolling-moment parameter 

inertia pitching-moment parameter 

air density, slug/cu ft 

relative density of airplane, 

"P._ ••• __ _ 

m 
pSb 
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¢ 

v 

angle between fuselage reference line and vertical (approxi
mately equal to absolute value of angle of attack at plane 
of symmetry), deg 

angle between span axis and horizontal, deg 

full-scale true rate of descent, ft/sec 

full-scale angular velocity about spin axis, ~s 

MODEL AND TESTING TECHNIQUES, 

The 1/28-scale model of the North American FJ-4 airplane furnished 
by the Bureau of Aeronautics, Department of the Navy, was prepared for 
supplementary tests by the Langley Aeronautical " Lab.oratoryof the National, 
AdviSOry Committee for Aeronautics. A three-view drawing of the model as ' 
tested with external fuel tanks installed is. shown in figure 1. The 
dimensional characteristics of the airplane are presented in table I. 

As" indicated in reference 1, the longitudinal control system of the 
North American FJ-4 airplane includes both a: controllable horizontal 
stabilizer and elevators." The elevators remain undeflected until the 
leading edge of the stabilizer is deflected 40 downward; at the maximum 
stabilizer deflection of 140 (leading edge dOwn), the trailing edge of 
the elevators are deflected 150 upward (relative to the stabilizer). 
The rate of deflection of the elevators with respect to the deflection 
rate of stabilizer is approximately linear. 

The mass characteristics for the loadings of the airplane and for , 
the loading tested on the model are presented in table, II. For these 
tests the model was again ballasted to obtain dynamic similarity to the 
airplane at an altitude 01'30,000 feet (p = 0.000889 slug/cu ft). 

A remote-control mechanism was installed in the model to actuate 
the controls for the recovery attempts. Sufficient torque was exerted 
on the controls for the recovery attempts to reverse them fully and 
rapidly. 

The following normal maximum control deflections used on the model 
during the tests (measured perpendicular to the hinge lines) were the 
same as those for the original tests: 

Rudder deflection, deg . . . . . . . • • . . . . 
Elevator deflection (with respect to horizontal 

tail), deg . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • 

27.5 right; 27.5 left 

15 up 
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Horizontal-tail deflection, deg . 

Aileron deflections, deg '. 

leading edge down 
6 leading edge up 

20 up; 15 down 

General descriptions of model testing techniques, methods of i~ter
preting test results, and correlation between model and airplane results 
are presented in reference 2. 

The following techniques are included in the presentation of the 
data on the cb,arts: 

For spins in which a model has a rate of descent in excess of that 
which can readily be obtained-in the tunnel, the rate of descent is 
recorded as greater than the velocity at the time the model hit the 
safety net; for example, >300 feet per second, full scale. In such 
tests, the recoveries are attempted before the model reaches its final 
steeper attitude and while it is still descending in the tunnel. Such 
results are considered conservative; -that is, recoveries are generally 
not as fast as when the model is in the final steeper attitude. For 
recovery attempts in which the model strikes the safety net while it 
was .still in a spin, the. recovery is recor~ed as greater than the num~ 
ber of turns from the time the controls were moved to the time the model 
struck the net, as >3. A >3 turn recovery, however, does not necessarily 
indicate an improvement over a >7 turn recovery. When a model recovers 
without control movement (rudder held with the spin), the results are 

- recorded as "no spin." -

PRECISION 

Results obtained from free-spinning tunnel tests are believed to 
-be true values given by models within the following limits: . 

0.., deg. . . . ±l 
rl d g ±l 'f" e . . . . . . 
V, percent . ; ..... ' ±5 
n, percent . . . . . . •. ±l 

Turns for recovery obtai~ed from motion-picture records ±t 
Turns for recovery obtained visually ..........• .' . 

The preceding limits may be exceeded for certain spins in which it 
.is difficult to control the model in.the tunnel because of the high rate 
of descent or because of the wandering or osCillatory natUre of the spin. 

II£!! I 
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The accuracy of measuring the weight ,and mass distribution of models 
is believed to be within the following limits: 

Weight, percent • . . . . . • . . . 
Center-of-gravity location, percent c • 
Moments of inertia, percent . 

Controls are set with an accuracy of ±lo. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ' 

· ±l 
· ±l 
· ±5 

The results of the model tests are presented in charts 1 and 2. 
Spins to the pilot's right and left were similar, and the data are 
arbitrarily presented in terms of right spins. 

Erect Spins 

The results of tests with full 200-gallon external fuel tanks 
installed are presented in chart 1, together with results for a cor
responding wing-heavy loading from reference 1. Additional,tests, not, 
presented in chart form, with empty tanks installed and with equivalent 
weights substituted to determine the aerodynamic effect of the tanks 
showed no significant difference in spin and recovery characteristics. 
The results with full external tanks are generally similar to the results 
without tanks from reference 1, except that in the tests without tanks 
two types of spin were obtained, a flat ,spin with unsatisfactory recov
ery characteristics and a steep spin from which satisfactory recoveries 
were obtained. The present brief tests showed only the flatter-type 
spin. The increased prevalence of flat spins may possibly be attribut-

,able to a slight increase in angular velocity in the tests with external 
tanks. On the basis of the criterion spins (ref. 2), the erect-spin 
recovery characteristics of the model with tanks are considered unsatis
factory. However, the optimum control technique determined in reference 1 
(rudder full against and ailerons full with the spin) is recommended for 
the airplane with tanks installed inasmuch as it appears that recoveries, 
at least from any steep spins'encountered, should be obtainable by this 
method. Spin tests of the airplane conducted to date with and without 
external tanks have resulted in only the steeper-type spins from which 
satisfactory recoveries were obtained. Recovery techniques used during 
airplane spin tests were rudder full against the spin and lateral and 
longitudinal neutralization of the stick for tests with and without 
external stores. In addition, rudder reversal to two-thirds against the 
spin followed by brisk forward stick displacement was used for tests 
without stores~ Reference 2 discusses the influence of such factors as 
scale effect and tunnel technique in causing differences which occasionally 
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occur between model results and results obtained during the actual air
plane spin tests. 

Inverted Spins 

The re9ults of the inverted spin and recovery tests of the model 
are presented in chart 2. The order used for presenting the data for 
the inverted spins is different from that used for erect spins. Chart 2 
in.corporates two control-setting diagrams. For each diagram, "controls 
crossed" for the established spin (right rudder pedal forward and stick 
to the left of the pilot for a spin to the right of the pilot) is pre
sented to the right of. the chart and "stick back" is presented at the 
bottom. When the controls are .crossed in the established spin, the 
lateral controls aid the rolling motion; when the controls are together, 
the lateral controls oppose the rolling motion. The angle ¢ and the 
elevator position in the chart are given. as up or down relative. to the 
ground. 

The results of the inverted-spin ~ests with full 200-gallon external 
fuel tanks installed are presented in chart 2, together with res~ts for 
a corresponding wing-heavy load~ng from. refererice 1. Additional tests, 
not presented in chart· form, :with empty tanks installed and with equi
val.ent weights substituted to deterinine the aerodynamic effect of the 
tanks in inverted spins showed no. significant difference in spin and 
recovery characteristiGs. The spins with. full external tanks installed 
and the spins for a corresponding loading (from ref. 1) exhibit similar 
trends With respect to aileron setting but indicate adverse effects on 
recoveries for some of the control dispositions investigated. If inverted 
spins are encountered in this configuration, it is recommended that the 

. external tanks be jettisoned, i~ possible, arid recovery be attempted by 
rudder reversal to full against the· spin with ailerons maintained at 
neutral. 

sUMMARy OF RESULTS 

From a free-spinningtunn~l investigation of a 1/28-scale model of 
the North AmericanFJ-4 airplane, the following summary is considered 
applicable to the spin and recovery characteristics of the airplane at 
30,000 feet: 

1. The optimum recovery technique for erect spins of. the airplane. 
with 200-gallon external fuel tanks installed is the same as that recom
mended when tanks were not installed; that is,simultaneous rudder 
reversal to full against the spin and aileron movement to full With the 
spin (stick full right· in a right spin). 
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2. If inverted spins are encountered with 200-gallon external fuel 
tanks installed, the tanks should be jettisoned and recovery attempted 
by full rudder reversal to against the spin with ailerons maintained at 
neutral. 

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronauti~s, 

Langley Field, Va., July 23, 1958. 
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TABLE L- DIMENSIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 

NORTH AMERICAN FJ -4 AIRPLANE 

Overal.l. l.ength, ft . . • . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . • . • . . 37.68 

Wing: 
Span, ft . . •• 
Area, sq ft 
Root qhord, in. 
Tip chord, in .. 

. . 

Mean aerodynamic chord, in. 

.' 

. .. 

. ... . . 39·1.1. 
338.66 
l.60 .5l. 
47.52 

1.1.4.42 
Distance from l.eading-edge rqot chord to l.eading-edge .mean 

a.erodynamic chord, in •• 
Aspect ratio • • • . . . • 
Taper ratio •. • . . • . 
Sweepback of qUarter-chord, deg 
Dihedral., deg 
Incidence, deg: 

Root ••.•• 
Tip ..... 

Airfoil. section: 
> Root 

Tip 

Ail.erons: 

.. 

Total areaj rearward of hinge l.ine, sq ft 
Span, each, percent b/2 
Chord, inboard, in. 
Chord,outboard, in ••• 

Horizontal. tail.: 
Span, ft . . . 
Root Chord, in. 
Tip chord, in. • 
Sweepback of quarter-chord, de~ 
Dihedral., deg . . . . . . 
Nose to l.eading edge of horizontal. tail. at root, ft 
Airfoil. section: 

Root 
Tip 

Vertical. tail.: 
Span, fUsel.age reference l.ine to equival.ent tip, ft 
Area, incl.uding dorsal., sq ft 
Root chord, in. .....••. 
Chord at equival.ent tip, in. . • 
Sweepback of quarter-chord, deg 
Rudder area, rearward of hinge l.ine, sq ft 
Nose to l.eadingedge of vertical tail. at root, ft 
Airfoil. section: 

Root • 
Tip .. .•.. 

- .. ~ .. ~ --

'. . . 
78.67 

4.5 
0.30 

35 
3 

+l. 
-3 

NACA 64AOO6 modified 
NACA 64AOO6 modified 

30.34 
36.40 
30.06 
21..29 

l.3.l.6 
61..33 

•. 26.06 
35 
o 

29.68 

• • • • .NACA 65A006 
NACA 65AOO6 modified 

. .. 8.55 
9.09 

76.50 
20.072 

35 
5.26 

27·33 

• • NACA 65A006 
NACA 65AOO6 

8 



TABLE II.- MASS CHARACTERISTICS AND INERTIA PARAMETERS FOR THE LOADINGS OF THE NORTH AMERICAN FJ-4 

AIRPLANE AND FOR LOADINGS TESTED ON THE 1/28-SCALE MODEL 

(yalues given are £ull scale, .and moments of inertia are given about the center of gravity] 

H U. 
••• •• •• • •• • •• • •• 

Loading condition . Center~o£-gravity Relative density, Moments ·of inertia, 
Mass parameters location slug-rt2 Il. 

Wing External 
Weight, 

x/c z/c Sea 30,000 Ix - Iy Iy - I Z I Z - IX 
No. 

£uel tanks Ib level £eet IX Iy I Z -~ --;r --;r 
Airplane values 

1 None OU 15,809 0.228 -- i5·59 4L6P 11,307 26,422 35,110 -201 x 10-4 -116 x 10-4 317 x 10-4 

2 None Empty 16,209 .229 -- 15·97 42.70 12,374 26,557 36,165 -184 -125 309 

3 None Full 18.789 .226 -- 18.54 49.58 19,186 27,913 42,730 - 98 -166 264 

4 Full OU 19,369 .250 -- 19.11 51.10 14,923 26,244 38,590 -124 -134 258 

5 Full Empty 19,769 .252 -- 19·49 52.12' 15,986 26,364 39,758 -111 -143 . 254 

6 Full Full 22,769 ·245 -- 22·44 60.02 22,789 27,724 46,357 - 46 -172 218 

Model values 

6 Full . Full 22,527 0.245 0.103 22.22 59.42 22,537 . 28,642 44,920 -57 x 10-4 -152 x 10-4 209 x 10-4 

Revised design 
.264 .074 7 combat gross 17,573 17.33 46.35 18,297 25,446 40,633 -86 -182 268 

weight 
(ref. 1) 

,., 

\0 
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CJlART 1.- liRIiCT SPIN .. lID RIiCOVIiRY CJIARo.CTliIIISTICS OF TlIB PJ-4 HODEL 

~.oo.,.er,. attempted b,. rapid 1""'1' •• 1 at rudder to 'full agd.n8t the' 'P~ Ixcept .. indioated (recover,. .ttempt~.q. tram, and developed 
spin d ... t. pre.entad tor, rudder-full-with .pin.); right. sp1nl, external sto~es, and mod.l load1l'1g ., 1nd1oatldJ . 

a 
52 lOU 
6Z 6D 

m 0.3,8 

>5, >7 

I> I> 
>2~, ~>3 

Lo~1 tudioal 

2/3 up' 

Pull external tank' 
rt\ Modll load1ng 6 in table II 
~ 0r-__ '-__ ~ 
~.., 

~~ 
~$ 

a,e 

53 lOU 
60 GIl 

a~ 0.39 

t t 
2.>2~ 

AilerOM 
Pull ... ainat 
(oti.k l.tt) 

>447 

2, 2~. >2~ 

111 ! ~i ~ 
-Jo i 

(otick r1ght) 

.~ 9U 
6D, 

m 0.44 

>6. 7~ 

>447 

g 1 S 1 
~, 32 ~

' 
, 7 

h h 
1, .1 -_ . 

I> I> 
2. 2 

&o.o1U.t0Z7 'pa, rllD&' ot ... al,ue. siTe 
b:R •• O ... I!'7 attgpted b7 ~1a1ltaueou. rl",w,al. or nddlr to tull ap1J:t.at 

tbo opin aDd JIOT .... l1t ot &1101'0110 to t'ull nth tho opin 
'St •• p .pinJ r'eoYet",. attllliPt,d betorl t.1nal attitude attained 
4Xo .pin oondition al.o -ob .... ~J 804,1 entered. a' &l1de 
"'aDd ... 1ns opin , 
tJtIOOYI1'1 attlJllllted. b7 .1atl.tmeoua rl ... lr.al ot rudder to ~3 aaa1Dat 

tho opin Ilol14 JIOTO.l1t .r &1101'0110, to 2/3 with tho .pin 
lIt.coy.rect. 1n MIl 1nl'vt.d diY' 
btl.oorerect 1n IUl &11'1'011 roll 
lo.alUato1'7 and lfaDd.r1D& .p1n, raua' or • .,..rap "alUM liTeD. 
lTvo .00000ti .... pooo11>10 
~Odoy0!'7 att_tod bT ronri1ns rU440r fro. t'ull nth to 2/3 againot' 

tho 'pin 

1 

49 27U 
73 25D 

~ 0.33 

b2~~2~,b2t 

Long1tudinal 
Controlo 

2!3up 

~ 16u 
15D 

293 0.36 333 
b b 
>2, >2~ 

46 20U 
70 190 

293 0.37 
333 

1> 2t. I> 2. 3 

1,j 

'33 
50 

No external t&nk. (ohart 3 in ret. 1) 
Hodel loading 7 10 table II .., 
~ 

. 
~ :, 
o • • 
~S >415 
c a,l 1 1 11U 50 '21U Ii, ' 

8D 72 17D b 

m 0.31 333 
388, 0,.32 

~, b~ 

k klr. ~, 2~.>3 , 

i~,r r J 1,· 2 

l~, r r 1 , >3. >4 

39 
58 ~g 

.... pp. 
371' 0.35 

~_l b b 
I2' >It. 24 

MOd.l T&lUI. 
oonTert.d to 
oorr"Pondina 
tul.l-Io.l. Tlllu ••• 
U· !J:m.er :w1n& up 

, D 1111101' wing dOVD 

~; .. ~ .. " .. 
• •• • •• • •• 

5hJ • • 2 ' 2 

~ 
4 

(dog) 

v 
(rp.) 

?fOg) 

Sl. 
(rpo) 

I--' o 



CIWlT 2.- INVERTED SPIIr AIID REOVERY CIWlACTERISTICS OF TIlE FJ-4 MODEL 

[Recovery attempted by rapid reversal of rudder to full aga:tnst -the spin except as indicated (recovery attempted trom, 
and developed,spin 4fta p_;:-esented for, rudder-full-with spins); spins t<;l pl~otls right, external sto~es and model 
loading as indicatoSl - 0 - - -

· .. -. .. • •• • •• • •• 

Full external tanks 
Model 10Mding 6 in table II. 

Iro externMl tanks (chart 6 in rof. 1) 
Model loading 7 in -table II 

b i a 

~ 
!~§ 

:do 

"' .. E "., 
~~~ e we 

~ oS ., 
a,e .! 

Controls tOll"ether 
(otick right) 

No Spin-

I~l ~ .c 

"1" ". .. ,~ 0_ 

wg .. ., 
oS .! 

E§ 
aModel enterld an erlct d11'1 
b~D111atorl 'pin, range or value. s1Ten. 
oa.OgTery attlmpt,d. b;r rudder n~utra11zat1~n 

Controls crossed 
lsticl< left) 

dRlooYlrld in ian ail.ron roll . 
·Vl.ual. ob'en;at1on : 
tModel enterld eith.r a Tlrj- .t •• p .pin. or an aileron roll 
gllodol onterod a apin to tho pilot'a lott 
hilodol antorod an inTOrtod din 
iwhipping and wandaring apin 
lTVO cond1tiona poaai.blo 
kModll enterld a "'lrt1cail dlYI 
lltoop apin, raoovarr attamptod botoro tinal atti tudo attainod 

b 

~~ 4u 
19D 

ill 6.40 

0 

>2~ 
d 1 
1, >lli 

b 

~ 0 
13D 

IiltX 0.39 

)2, >2 

-r 

LB 

No Spin 

b.,1;j -

4!~' 
o 1 c 
12 >4 

1- 1 
2 ' . 2 

, 
b,j 

App. 
415 

1, >3 

.,j. 

Iro' 
Spin 

a,l 

Iro 
Spin 

h 

No Spin 

Ii 

Iro Spin 

1 

>4,9 

1 1 
L.' L. 

Model values 
oonverted to 
oarre.pond1ng 
:rul.l-Icale 
yalus •. 

U 1imor wing -~p 
D innor wing do 

, 

~71 59 

c lrr.q 
0 1 2b4 

1, lA, 2t 

1 

)415 

o 1 0 

)22' )6-

1, 1 

1 

.~ 
~.a 

u 
(tog) (deg) 

V ~s). (fps) 

WI: Turns £or 
re~overv 
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Elevator tinge line / 

/--------------'--:--:-'-- 16.76" ---'----~_I 

1------6.95"-----i 

Figure 1.- Three-view drawing of the 1/28-scale model of the North 
American FJ-4 airplane with external fuel tanks. Center-of-gravity 
position indicated is for the loading with full wing fuel and full 
external tanks. 
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ABSTRACT. 

Results of an investigation in the Langley ·20-foot free~spinning 
tunnel to determine the spin and recovery characteristics of the model 
are presented. Both erect and inverted spins were investigated with 
full 200-gallon external fuel tanks installed on the model. 
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